
 MARKOV CHAINS 

Q 1. A radio transmitter transmits a single packet in each timeslot of a time slotted system. If the 
state is good (0) the receiver successfully decodes the packet and if it is bad (1) it does not. The 
channel state  follows a  2-state Markov chain with transition probabilities as  given below.  

i) If the current state is good what is the probability it will be good in the next slot? ii) Suppose
the previous 20 slots were all good. Given this occurrence what is the probability the next slot
will also be good.? Justify your answer.
iii) Calculate the equilibrium distribution of the chain, setting out your working.
iv) If a slot has duration 10 ms. and a packet always carries a 1000 data bits, calculate the long run

throughput in bits/second. (Hint: Use your answer to iii)) Justify your answer.
v) It is discovered that by using a new error correcting code that there is a 1/5 probability that a

packet will be successfully received in the bad state.  What is the increase in throughput in
bits/sec?

    CELLULAR RADIO 

     Q 2. A cellular base station is carrying voice traffic and has C = 2 radio channels available. 

i) If the cell is offered 0.5 Erlangs of traffic and the mean call holding time is 2
minutes, calculate the arrival rate of calls in calls/min.

ii) Calculate the probability that a call is blocked using the Erlang B formula
iii) Use your answer to ii) to calculate the mean carried traffic?
iv) Describe briefly the process of cell handover in a cellular network
v) Explain what is meant by the term coverage as applied to the service area of a cellular

network.
vi) What factors affect the coverage? Explain.
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 WI-FI NETWORKS  

Q 3. Explain the following terms and concepts in WiFi Networks 

i) a) Request to send b) Clear to Send c) Hidden Terminal Problem ii)
In 802.11 DCF explain why SIFS is less than DIFS.
iii) How does a transmitting station in 802.11 know that a packet has been received correctly?
iv) Explain what is the difference between physical and virtual carrier sensing

v) What is the difference between active and passive scanning?

PERFORMANCE MODELLING 

Q 4. A buffer is used to store data in the form of packets for transmission to mobile users. To get a 
rough performance model it is supposed that the packets arrive as a Poisson process with mean arrival 
rate 50 packets/sec. Also the transmission times of the packets are supposed to be independently and 
identically distributed as exponentials with mean 10 ms.   

a) On average how long will it take to transmit 100 packets?
b) What is the utilization of the transmitter (i.e. what fraction of time will it be busy in the long

run)?
c) Assuming the system is in equilibrium what would be the mean sojourn time of packets (buffer

+ transmission time),  in milliseconds supposing that it behaves as a M/M/1 queue?
d) What is the mean queue length (including the packet being transmitted), obtain this using

Little’s law.

Q 5. 

A cellular network operator decides that it wishes to operate a premium service for priority business 
customers. It is found that of the packets arriving at the buffer 10 % will be premium customers and that 
they will be given preemptive priority in the use of the transmitter i.e.the packets from nonpremium 
customers can be completely neglected in your analysis.  The system is as described in  question 4 
above.  

i) Determine the arrival rate of premium packets in packets/sec
ii) Determine the mean sojourn time as above in milliseconds for the premium traffic iii)

Supposing the overall packet arrival rate increases by a factor of 4 (both premium and
nonpremium), during some period. Without calculation indicate the impact on the
premium customers. Do the same for the non-premium customers.
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